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CITIZENS OF TOMORROW

Fredonia 'Honor Roll
Pupils Are Announced
Honor roll pupils for the fourth Leretta Traylor and Hilda Brown.
Juniors: Pat Bradshaw, Doris
six-week term at Fredonia High
School total 61 with 15 lieted on George, Katherine Hale, Nancy
the special roll of all A's, accord- Phelps, William Phelps, Gradic
ing to Guy G. Nichols, principal. Riley, Gerald Sigler, Garnett
Seniors on the special roll are Traylor, Tommy Walker and
Wanda Nelson, Barbara Williams, Clara Baird.
Sophomores: Kathleen Vinson,
Marjorie Sigler, Milladene Barnes
and Myrtle Horning. Juniors: Jacqueline Yandell, Bert ram
Howard F. Fought. Sophomores: Jones, Leroy McNeely, Djekie
Mary Louise Askew and Margaret Rice, Barbara Jean Austin, ClinHovrton. Ninth Grade: Shirley ton Beavers, Joeletta Beckner,
Jean Hill, Wanda Phelps, Leora Richie Burton, Mary Louise CanRice, Donna A. Quertermous, ada, Barbara Lee Cartwright, AnThelma M. Canada and Glenda M. nalene Harper, Leo Hill, MarcelChildress. Seventh Grade: Gary la Hotioman and Ray Jones.
Freshmen: Don Rogers, Donald
Childress.
Seniors on the regular roll in- Cqnway, Betty Sue Ennis, Rosa E.
clude Charles Dean Akridge, Terrell and Laura Brown.
Kenneth Menser, Sarah Crayne, Eighth Grade: Nancy Travis
Jetta Murray, Marie Van Hoosier, and Helen Holloman.
Edith Hogan, Amanda Terrell, Seventh Grade: Donald Franck,
Doris Dearing, Wanda Lee Riley, Sue Blackburn and Philip Phelps.
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Truck line Faces
Suits Asking Over
$128,000 Damages
Circuit Court Opened
Here Monday With 34
Equity Cases Listed
On The Docket

A.
•

Eleven suits, totalling, over
$128,000, are on file today in
Caldwell Circuit Court against
the Arnold Ligon Truck Line and
Harried Layman, bus driver, as a
result of a bus-truck collision on
the Dawson road last June.
,
When the March term of Circuit
Court opened here Monday with ,
Judge H. F. S. Bailey presiding,
11 Of 15 new suits filed asked
damages from the truck line and
the dri ver of a school bus in
which 36 young people and two
adults were riding when the bus
and truck wrecked on a bridge
aboUt seven miles out of PrinceAttorney Named To Aid Truck Driver Burns
ton.
To Death Near Dawson
In Caldwell Tax Cases
The bus, which was driven by
Commissioner of Revenue H. Springs Late Sunday
Layman, was taking its passenClyde Reeves has announced the
gers home to Leitchfield from a
Ward Seay, 31-year-old Mcpicnic at Kuttawa Springs when
appointment of fourteen tax hear- Cracken countian, was burned to
CREW ENTERS COAL MINE: Crew of coal miners stands in
the accident occurred. The truck,
death near Dawson Springs late
cage waiting for operator to start them on their descent to the ing conferees to hear appeals
which was of the tractor lowboy
Sonday when his truck crashed
pits of the Peabody Mine No. 27 at Springfield, HI., after the sign- from the county boards of tax
type loaded with a gasoline shovin a tree and burst into flames.
property
on
assesssupervisors
and
union
ing of new contract between United Mine Workers
el, was coming toward Princeton
State Trooper James Darnell
operators. These men Prepared the mine for full digging opera- ments.
burned
from Madisonville with L. A. Wywas
body
Seay's
Mr.
said
The hearing commissioner for
tions which began the following morning. (AP Wirephoto)
lie, of Madisonville, driving.
recognition. The wreck
Caldwell county is L. C. Turner, beyond
happened on a country road that
Injuries were, for the most
State Income Tax Agent of Clinton'.
branches off Highway 62 near
series of Princeton and Caldwell part, broken -limbs, sprains, cuts
picture
third
the
is
This
These hearing conferees were Tradewater river.
To Be Here March 14 To
county children to be run in The Princeton Leader..Top row, and bruises, the State police reauthorized under an act of special.
The truck cab was jammed befrom left to right, Wanda, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben ported at the time of the accident.
Assist With Returns
legislative session of 1949. Its tseeen the shoulder of the road reading
Hackney, city; Joey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Loftus, Eagle Six persona were brought to the
A representative of the Kentuc- purpose is to give, the taxpayer
ky Department of Revenue will be an opportunity to make his ap- and the tree. Mr. Seay, apparent- street; Sharon, son of Mr. and Mrs. James Morris, city. Second Princeton Hospital with others
Health Director Urges
in Princeton on March 14, to as- peal and to be heard in his own ly not injured seriously by the row, Hunter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Wylie, New Albany, going to Outwood Hospital and
taxpayers in preparing their county. This saves him the ex- crash, could not get out. Passers- Ind.; Peggy Diane, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Laha, city; the Hopkins County Hospital.
sist
Immunization Against
The suits have not been set for
state income tax returns, it is pense and inconveniencg of a trip by who did not reach the scene and Johnny, son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis McNeeley, city.
until the truck burst into flames
Communicable Diseases announced.
Thirerow, Timmy and Barbara, grandchildren of Mrs. A. W. this 'term of court in which 34
to
Frankfort
was
which
required
A case of diphtheria, occuring
heard Mr. Seay screaming for Glass, Hawthorne street; Ronnie, son of Dr. W. D. Ramage, city, new equity cases also have been
The representative, Mr. C. H. for appeals under the old law.
at Fredonia, is the occasion for Davis, will be in the Tax Comhelp.
and Mrs. Travis Sisk, Route 3; bottom row, David, son of Mr. and filed.
Any taxpayer who is dissatisthe County Health Department missioner's office all day.
Mr. Seay, Trooper Darnell said, Mrs. J. T. Wynn, Lamasco; Judy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Boston
Petit jurors emparaeled for
fied with the assessment on his begged someone to shoot him as Criswell, Highland Avenue; and Jimmy Neal, son of Mr. and Mrs_
director, Dr. W. L. Cash, to stress
This service is provided as a
this term are Eldon Campbell, J.
the importance and necessity of convenience to taxpayers and to property after action of the coun- fire surged through the wreckage. Amon Orange, city.
A. Reece, Leslie Eison, P. C. Hart,
immunization against communi- encourage filing before the April ty board of supervisors, may ap- The state policeman listed Mr.
Claude Jones, Frank Burchett, K.
s: Ralph Anderson,
to
peal
Tax
State
the
Conunission.
cable diseases, especially dipb- 15 deadkne for state income tax.
Seay's address as Paducah Route Julian Littlepage Is
C. Lowery, Clint Boaz, W. Ed
op, Claudie B o ale
This appeal must be mad's-, in itiesysi reportedly went to DawMrs. Arney T. Rawlste
addiW the Department of
Drennon, Owen Thomas, Floyd
Of
helma `Coleman, ibis *Aria,.
President
Elected
clerk. announcee. The case at Revenue District Office at Padu- writing and may be done by 'let- son Springs several days ago after
'
Seottt and 'Claud Storms.
nda Farless, Martha
Club
Rotary
Princeton
was placed in an isola- cah or Oweneboro will provide ter addressed to the Kentucky, a load of coal.
Fredonia
Others are Z. D. Orange, RusKatherine HanTax Commission in Frankfort.
named
was
Littlepage
Julian
at Marion Hospital.
out
fire
the
ward
tion
put
workers
Rescue
assistance to filers.
sell Chit, Willis Goodaker, Nolie
son Harrelson, Jr.,
The appeal must be accompanied by shoveling dirt on the wreck- president of the Princeton Rotary
It has been definitely proved
Kentucky law requires income
All Day Discussion To
Mayes, W. B. Norman, Hugh
Betty Sue Jones and
a
by
officertified
club
the
of
copy
assessof
election
an
at
Club
that imitunization can be estab- tax returns from single individage. They had to pull the truck
Hart, K. B. Jacob, Rudolph Mores.
At.
16
March
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Be
First
the
at
ment
county
night
the
by
made
board.
Tuesday
lished against diphtheria, tetanus, uals who have a gross income of
away from the tree before the cers
ris, Da 11 as Mitchell, Charles
•homores are Jerry
Christian Church. He succeeds
smallpox and the incident of ty- $1500 or more, or a net income of Such cases will be referred to body could be removed.
Methodist Church
George, N. B. Haile and Jesse
Lockhart, Joan Dearphoid can be greatly lessened, es- $1000 or more. Married persons the appropriate hearing conferee
The Princeton Chapter of the Blalock.
Mr. Seay lived in McCracken Dr. Elwood Cook.
•
Joan Mitchell,
Others elected were Sam Steg- Kentucky Division otthe Ameripecially with the use of pure are required to file if their com- who will take evidence and re- county most of his life. He was a
June Oates,
— Mehibers 4f-the grand jury are
succeeding
to
it
port
Kentucky
the
Tax
vice-president,
Comer,
.host
observance
be
and
will
II.
milk
Society
pure
water,
cgi Cancer
veteran of World War
bined gross income amounts to
Doris Dean Pierce,
Dr. N. T. Cole, and Bob Jacobs, to workers of the second district Felix Adams, C. B. Meadows, J.
of sanitary measures, Dr. Cash $3000, or if they have a net in- mission for action.
rfield, Wanda Scott,
B. Ray, Sr., L W. Bodenhamer,
succeeding
treasurer,
secretary
Thursday, March 16, from 10
said.
Any taxpayer who wishes to Dr. Amos Named Read
come of over $2500.
Jane Stallins, Tome
Members named to , a.m. to 3 p.m., at the Ogden mem- Stanley SbarP, Floyd Poindexter,
Wilcox.
Joe
the
appeal
the
Immunization against diphtherof
action
Kentucentitled
are
individuals
Single
s. Joane Ward, Dot
B. Boaz, J. C.._ ,
_MedLcal.Society
4baJoa.rdoL.
ial Methodist Ghtereh..it,io en-.
ia and tetpnos can be had by two to a tax Credit of $20. A - single ky Tax- Commission—at y-,
d Martha Wilson.
-_Members of theCaldwell Coun- Bryant,. Hugh Blackburn ari4 nowaced by Mrs..F.. K.,Wylie, Ca-stIeVerry,-.Tames B. Miller,
injections of diphtheria-tetanus Person, qualifying as "head-of- take his case to the circuit co
• Marlin Alsobrook,
arnion Bogie and Clyde Brown.
ty Medical Society elected Dr. B. Burhl Hollowell.
toxoid, given about six weeks family", is entitled to a tax cred- jn.his own county. .
unty chairman. This district
a, Janice Brinkley,
The new Officers and board com ises 18 counties.
K. Amos president of the organapart, and it is recommended that it of $50. A "head-of:Unsay" is
Janette Futrell,
ization at a meeting held here members will take office in July. Spea
s on the program will Nine Pupils Of Butler
a booster dose of the toxoid be defined as a person who main- Local Chain Stores
.
',ley Guess, Peggy
Friday night. He succeeds Dr. Preceding the election Allan be Mrs.
B: Ritchie, National High School Are Chosen
given for two or three years fol- tains in his Own household one or
e Hall, Wanda
Murphy was awarded a two-year Deputy Corn
Ralph L. Cash.
nder, American
lowing the first two injections more dependents who are closely To Entertain Teachers
:tha; Sue Hodge,
Other officers named -to' serve perfect attendance pin with a Cancer Society;
s. T. C. -Car: For All State Band
A group of local stores will be
and then a Schick test will deter- related to him by blood, adoption
Bobby_ Hogan, Bar- thine the permanency of the im./Nine Butler High School band
persons are hosts at a banquet Friday night, during 1950 are Dr. F. P. Gian- four-year pin awarded to Howard roll, commander; Mr. Charles
Married
marriage.
or
olloman, Jean Holt, munization, the heal . director
of $50. March 10, at the Henrietta Hotel nini, vice-president; Dr. W. L. ttine., William Hwghey, manager Tucer executive direc r; and pupils of Director K. V. Bryant
credit
tax
a
allowed
also
op p e r and Edith
of Federated Stores, was introduc- Mr. P. H. Noland, campaign di- were selected for the All State
explained. He recomine .ed that
Any taxpayer who has specific in honor of the local teachers, it Cash, secretary, re-elected, and
es of questions about completing his is announced. This group of Dr. I. Z. Barber, Dr. J. M. Moore ed as a new member.
rector of the Kentucky Division. Band, which will play Thursday,
all children betwen the
men are Becky
Gueste at .the meeting were They are to give information April 13, at a Kentucky Educesix months and ten years be •m- return may call the district of- stores provide entertainment each and Dr. F. T. Linton, censors.
Joy Lee Jewell, MichDr. K. L. Barnes was chosen John H. Williams and C. 0. Gra- concerning _ the program and tiotesociation.meeting at Louisyear for some civic group, Joe
munized against diphtheria a
or Owensboro.
illiam Mick, Marilyn tetanus. Any physician will give fice at Paducah
Marion club, and Nor- plans for to April campaign.
ville.
pupils were selected by
Income Tax is MeHarg, chairman of store man- delegate to the State Medical As- dy, of the
Kentucky
The
v Mitchell, J. C. MorMr14) Jim Noble Smith,- Eddy- band dire ors from over the
the immunization injections at a en rely separate from the Feder- agers, reported. The stores and sociation. Dr. R. L. Cash was ris Armstrong, Of the Dawson
n WSOM, patsy QUisclub. Jimmy Hodge was'introduc• g held Saturday
is district commander of State at a m
their managers providing this en- named alternate delegate.
small cost, but in case anybody
me tax.
1
. Rogers, Margaret
tertainment are Robert Dalzell, Also at the meeting, members ed as Junior Rotarian for March. the society; Mrs. W. D. Maddox, at Louisville.
is unable to jaay the cost, the in;.eld Thomas, Betty
Kuttaiva, acting commander, and . Those chosen froM" Butler by
jections can be 4act without cost
Mr. an Mrs. William Larkins Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co.; approved the holding of a cancerCalvert Wallace and at the office of the Health Unit
Princetonian
Former
partlatter
the
here
clinic
Miss
mobile
Pauline Duncan, co-comman- the directors are Bob. McConnell,
Ezra
and
Franklin
Melvin
FraRyan
attended
and Miss S •rley
Winters.
Rosy Beck, Howard Ston
rder.,
Marion
At
in the Caldwell County Court- the Southeast n Conference bas- lick, Red Front Stores; Boston of next May.
Store
Opens
d On Page Seven)
A Iwicheon will be given in Pat Horn, Barbara Fran
house, Mi. Rawls said.
James W. Johnson, son of Mr.
ketball tournam t in Louisville Criswell, H. A. McElroy Co., and
Joe McHarg, J. C. Penney Co.
and Mrs. Harry Johnson, S. Jef- the soclal hall at 12:30 p.m. for Jimmy Boren, Jimmy Hodge,
In addition to the use of pure last weekend.
Mrs. Pollard Makes
•uth Institute
water and pure milk and the obferson stied., and G. N. Rohrer, several invited guests, who Will David Alexander and Don GregPerfect Scholastic
servance of proper sanitation, Dr.
of Evansville, Ind., are opening include doctors, members of the ory. They I.Vere selected on the
Id Here '
immunization
typhoid
K.
U.
At
said
Cash
an appliance store in Marion, health department and represen- basis of experience and ability.
Standing
ethodist Church will
the
adminby
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be
can
as Rohrer and Johnson tatives of various civic clubs. Apknown
Mrs. Martha N. Pollard, Princethe Hopkinsville Disof three subcutaneous
ton, was one of 27 students in the Electeical Contractors. They cor- proximately 100 persons are ex- Two Local Boy Scout
Institute March 17- istration
of typhoid vaccine givUniversity of Kentucky College dially invite their Princeton pected to attend.
flounced by the Rev. injections
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folbe
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week
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er;
Arts and Sciences to attain a friends to attend open house
of
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ng with the youth in
Princeton-reeelVia special recogtyphoid time of the "Night Riders" and ton snares. In 1933 the panthers fall semester of the 1949-50 aca- the husband of the former Mary
Of
Injection
booster
one
also are invited, to
nition for their outstanding proMargaret Johnson, of Princeton. Operate Beauty Parlor
Klu-Klux-Klan in Princeton, a bought ilicassets of the Princeton demic year.
V. Randle Dew, con- vaccine.
Mrs. Edythe Terry Patterson, a gress in leadership, program and
Health
County
Caldwell
The
Announcement of Mrs. Pollard's
man named Sam McGehee open- Clothing Company and in 1947
ector of youth work,
former resident of Princeton, Membership and their work in
1 until 3 p. m., Sat- Unit currently is making a syste- ed a clothing and shoe store on they bought out the Wood and straight "A" record was made by City Installs Fire
plans to operate a beauty parlor the National Boy Scout crusade to
matic effort to immunize all Main street in the building where McElfatrick State.
Dr. M. M. White, dean of the Col- Department Telephone
oon.
in
the Elks basement, beginning "Strengthen the Arm of Liberty"
school children in the county. Saul Pogrotsky now operates
at a West Kentucky Scout dinner
A new telephone was installed March 18, she
Pogrotsky says the store, like lege of Arts and Sciences.
announced WedSmall-pox vaocination is compul- Finkel's Fair Store.'
Mrs. Pollard, who completed at the Fire Department here this
meeting at Owensboro Monday.
other business firms has has many
nesday.
and
She
her
husband,
sory before a child may enter
The scoutmasters present to reWhether McGehee owned the "ups and downs." He also recalls requirements for graduation from week to receive incoming calls Homer Ray Patterson, will mike
school, Mrs. Rawls' said, but imceive the awards for their troops
entire business or whether James that once during his early, days the University last semester, at- only, Fire Chief Gordon Glenn their home here.
comother
against
munization
tTESTION
were Eugene Barrett, Troop 39,
H. Williams, a traveling salesman here, a woman came into his Store tended Western State College be- announces.
pletion of the new municable diseases is optional.
Under the old system, citizens
sponsored by the First Christian
shoe firm, was a with a horse whip and beat an- fore entering U. K. A graduate of
Louis
St.
a
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ation plant, do you Howevei, all parents should avail
Church, and Joe Weeks, Troop 42,
'Owensboro High School, she is had to call the fire station to re- Accepts Position With
partner is not known. However, other woman whom she believed.
arate water commis- themselves of the opportunity to
sponsored by the Ogden Memorial
did own the building at was "going out" with her hus- the wife of C. T. Pollard, super- port a fire on the police telephone Irocal Hardware Firm
Williams
er let this project re- have their children immunized,
and calls were sometimes delay- V Carl C. Rogers, of Crider, has Methodist Church,
band. The woman with the whip intendent of city schools.
the time.
hands of the city gov- either by their family physician
Grayson Harrelson, cif Princeed because of a busy phone. accepted • position ca a clerk at
10, then gave up to Pence and at the
February
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Cash
Dr.
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Health
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Number of the new telephone Eldred Hdwe Co., succeeding Ed- ton, and vice-president of the
of the store trial Police Judge Raise Dorr ie. Rev. Knight Accepts
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1923,
otsky: Indeed, I fay- stated.
is 2022.
win Nichols, who resigned to at- Western Kentucky Area Council,
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give
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party chief; and he also,
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all others is the development of a capacity to meet people and to verbs accurate) until the Rules
understand them. Vir,4 mean all the people and not just a few which Committee took over on March 1.
The unhappy truth is that the
have common interests with us. There are few people who will deny 1950 do-nothing Kentucky legisthat prejudice and intolerance are bad, but in trying to remedy lature accomplished in the first
such situations, they fail to start at the roots of the problem. The eight weeks just about as much
power of understanding our fellow man is within us all and waits as was accomplished in three days
after control of legislation was
for us to call upon it.
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understand their points of view. There are so many things which
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are a part of an individual's personality that it isn't an easy task
This is no trumpet blowing, no
to know others. Understanding does not mean that we must always
shouting of "Hosannas" for Mr.
sympathize with another's ideas, but we should at least make an
Clements and his adoninistration.
effort to know why this particular person thinks the way he does.
It is a simple statement of fact. It
The value of understanding lies in its power to help us all to work
is, it should be added, a sorry
together for common goals and to gain strength through union.
fact.
Many times our clubs and organizations fall short of this goal
The abrupt change of pace afbecause we meet only those persons form a certain social strata and. ter the Ruies Committee
took
do not get to know those who may be more unfortunate than we. over demonstrates that there is a
Clubs help to promote better understanding between men and complete lack of leadership,
exwomen, but they cannot accomplish the job without the help of the cept that
provided by the most
individual. There are values in all men no matter whether they powerful Governor
ever to be
are right and powerful or poor and meek. They are all part of Kentucky's
chief executive. It
society and as such deserve to be considered.
means the people of Kentucky are
Too many people today are willing to identiy certain results sending bumbling fumblers, dpcile
-with cur taiii-rlasses, thinking nothing geed' can come Min one arid little sheep, meek "yes" mai to
nothing bad from the other. By this attitude we are developing Frankfort as their chosen repreprejudices and intolerance which will continue to grow as new sentatives.
ideas are evolved. In limiting our associations to qne certain class
There were very, very few inwe are unconsciously breeding misunderstanding between men. Such dividUala,in the 195_0
General.Asabstird .dlalialffOns are a barrier to clear arid intelligent thinking.
sembly who dared rise up on their
The true value of any person is not what they have but what feet and 'shout "Nor' at somethey are. The inner characteristics that control behavior also con- thing the administration proposed,
trol value. If we disregard certain opinions simply because they but with which they did not
were humble in origin we shall lose much which might well help agree.
There we*plenty of them who,
us to push the boundaries of ignorance back a little farther. One of
the best ways to foster tolerance is to realize our own mistakes when they/were not told in simbefore we begin to condemn another for his. *There is both good ple terms how to vote, were utand bad in all of us.
terly lost. Completely at sea.
The world today is endangered by a system which sneers at Stray sheep looking for a shephuman rights and thinks of every man only in terms of his use- herd. One of the most frequent
fulness to the state. This is one man who has set himself up as,st questions asked was, "What does
judge of all values. We can boast our strength is greater tlian Corn-. Earle want?" It sometimes was
munism because we are willing to use the ideas and work of every -Phrased anothet way, "How does
individual. We consider a man as something more than a tool of the second floor fitel about this?"
the state. ,Under our system, every man is an individual and as spell These questions referred, of
course, to the Governor whose
has certain rights which cannot be disregarded. ,
If we are to maintain our superiority we must continue to work officers are on the second floor of
together and strive for better understanding among men. We must the Capitol building.
At a time when our State needs
not allow stupid distinctions to threaten the Mundations of the world
vigorous leadership at every powe have worked so hard to build.
(The Somerset Journal)
litical level, in the small towns,
in the counties—large and small
Kentucky On The March
—in every congressional district,
their time as well as their money .. .for laying aside
year'round they're the storekeeper...the houseand in the State at large,-ave find
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.
.
the
foreman
banker.
in
the
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plant.
their personal affairs in order to put your Red Cross
there is no leadership 'provided
expect that of one man.
and
its missions of mercy first.
_
This month they're Red Cross workers—volunThe Republicans are as much
y Ewing Galloway
teers calling from door to door, making it easier for
to 'blame for this situation as the
We know you'll think of this when the Red Cross
At least 175 of the 200 or more .Kentucky cities and towns are Democrats.
Republicans looked at
you to give. .. easier for you to help others through
representative
comes to your door.
anxious to get new factories. They want to profit by the trend to- the election figures and decided
your Red Cross.
ward decentralization of industry, and too many communities are they were hopelessly outnumberbaiting thee' hooks with subsidies of one sort or another—free fac- ed. So they docilely trailed along
They deserve a big vote of thanks for giving up
most of the time after their Demtory sites, buildings, free lights and water for a fixed period, or
ocratic colleagues in the hopes
municipal tax exemptions for five years or longer.
that if they voted for things the
Ever since I started writing this column I have been looking Democrats wanted, a few crumbs
for clear statement of what manufacturers expect in—not Of—a com- from the patronage table—crumbs
munity, and I got it recently. It is written by H. Y. Bassett, vice in the form of innocuous or desirable legislation — might be
president and geperal manager of Calumet and Hecla Consolidated
thrown their way if they pleaded
Copper Compane's big plant at Decatur, Ma., and circulated in
for them meekly enough.
booklet form by the University of Alabama.
The truth is, early in the sesThe first thing Mr. Bassett warns against is high-pressure sales- sion a
formidable core of oppomanship by chambers of commerce. Clear, truthful presentation of sition
might have been formed.
facts about a community is far better.
Harry Lee Waterfield (whatever
"It is my feeling," says Mr. Bassett, "that both community and his reasons for battling tooth and
Industry should avoid subsidies in the form of land grants, build- nail against Governor Clements)
ings, etc. .. . The granting of subsidies might influence the opinion proved himself to be a rough,
of management's representatives and lead to the selection of a given tough and able opponent.
He
town; but in the long run if certain basic factors are lacking'in a whipped his good friend
Adron
town's makeup, the choice so made will be an unhappy one for both Doran, the House speaker,
on
the community and the industry.
parliamentary points on several
"When an industry contemplates the expenditure of large occasions.
With him most of the time were
amounts of money for land, buildings and equipment, the value of
the land represents usually.a small percentage of the total outlay, Morris Weintraub and Leonard
and rarely, if ever, would the donation of land for a plant influence Preston. The y had their own
friends and followers who might
the selection of a community.
"Furthermore, most managements want to be free of eny feel- have been less timid had the
ing of obligation to a community or to individuals in a coMmunity, number of the opposition been
larger.
which must surely exist where subsidies are granted and accepted.
Maybe everything the legisla"Generally apeaking, the same commenta apply with respect to
ture did was for the best.
taxation. Most industries feel-a definite obligation to the community
That is, emphatically, not the
in which they locate and want to assume their share of the cost of
point.
public facilities and services offered by it." ,.
The point is this: One man can-
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Attorney General Says
School Board Member
Can't Drive Bus

Ted Lewis Hangs On
To The Fight Game

ounty Agent's
Column

London — Ted (Kid) Lewis.
the ex-welterweight champ who
Frankfort — (AP) — The atbarnstormed Atnerice 0 years ago,
hanging on in the fight torney general's office cited a
is
still
By R. A. Mabry
game as a manager and talent statute section that would prohibit a member of a board of educascout.
he following are excerpts
Lewis entered the professional tion from driving a school bus.
the "Kentucky Agricultural
In an opinion of 0. N. Walker,
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artment of Markets and Rural
10 pounds-. He quit the ring 15 Smithland, Ky., Assistant Attorance of the University of Kenyears and 290 fights later as a ney General W. Owen Keller reky, College of Agriculture.
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left is silver but his blue eyes
frig the early part of 1949.
still are bright.
cattle prices therefore are
Although he held the welterweight title for hvo years during
ly to continue steady to strong
the first World War, Lewis is best
jug the next several weeks.
remembered by American fight
tocker and feeder cattle are
fans for his marathon series with
iy to continue in relatively
Jack Briton.
t market supply during the
T h e 18-year-old Englishman
t several weeks. With a conmet the 30-year-old Briton for
ed strong demand, steady
the first time in New York in
are likely to ,prevail for
March, 1915. In the next six years
better'grades of replacement
they fought 20 times, thoroughly
le the next few weeks. Prices
covering t h e eastern United
ower grades of thin-fleshed
States.
t weight yearling cattle may
Lewis won three of the fights;
gthen as the pasture season
Briton four. Thy rest were "No
°aches, as usu a 11 y is the
HAS A KICK COMING: Dr. Li Tsung-Jen has a'kick coming. Decision" bouts, usually because
of local laws. All in all, Lewis
early every year prices of The acting preSident of Nationalist China who is shown walking
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draws and 82 no-decision fights.
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not
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; this year
love the States," he says. "I
an exception. Since consumer issimo Chiang-Kai-Shek who annatinced fast week that he was was married over there and my
and for pork is expected to "resuming" the presidency. Dr. Li, in this country for medical
son was born there."
'nue near present levels, the treatment, said he will return to China to challenge Chiang's right
He's managed various English
SEE THESE
•nal decline in .market sup- to the post. (AP Wirephoto)
boxers—none of them very sucMODELED
likely.will be reflected by in March.
cessful—and still has a stable of
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e price increase.
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Continuing low lard prices will
"a couple of kids. Nothing much,
ogs from last fall's large pig be a bearish influence on the price
but I'm still looking."
will begin to appear in the of heavy hogs. Hogs weighing
He also scouts for talent for a,
ket receipts in March and will above 240 to 250 pounds continue
pair of London fight'promoters
ase in number. until the to be discriminated against, from
who specialize in showing new
By David Taylor Marke
g months. In most years, price standpoint.
faces.
"Why is dirt, Mommie?"
"1 is considered the beginning
Money? Well, definitely not the
With an increase in cow numThis week-end
Parents and teachers faced
,e main marketing season for
lush days of three decades ago,
bers
this
year
over
last
and
with
with the staggering task of anSEE OUR
fall pig crop and the late winthe usual seasonal rise In produc- swering innocent-sounding quer- but, says Lewis: "I'm getting
peak in hog prices usually
along. Just tell 'em I still love.,
tion,
total
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production
is
exCENTER
ies like this one will appreciate
come in March. In 1949, howpected to trend upward during "Answering Children's Qpes- 'em in the States."
earto
there was some shift
WINDOW
the next few months. Despite the tons," the latest in the Parentmarketings, and this year the
Answers must always be tailorfact
that
consumer
demand
is
Teacher series issued by the Bu- made to the particular child, he
may again be substantial.
likely to continue strong, increas- reau of Publication* Teachers
, the price peak probably
says. What the child is getting
ed
production
probably
will
result
College; Columbia University.
at in his question can be deterbe ln--.Fobruary rather than
in a tendency toward price weakWritten by Dr. C. W. Hunni- mined from his facial and bodily
•
On the other hand, the price cutt, professor of education at
expressions, his age and his tone
NC E
support program probably will be Syracuse University, the volume
of voice: and the answer—especa stabilizing influence on the stresses that answers to chil- ially its length—must
fit in with
price of milk and butterfat used dren's questions should not only his intent.
Featuring these wonFiremen have made
for cheese, butter, and evaporat- satisfy their curiosity, but put
derfully new 19511
Words in the English language
.many heroic rescues
ed and condensed milk. The price their minds to work.
creations!
have hundreds of meanings, he
and not a few have
of milk going into the processed
Learning occurs most readily says, and adults must always be
lest their lives in fires
and manufactured products is in response to a situation which careful to understand
the meanstarted through carecurrently near the level of slip- poses a problem, says Dr. Hunni- ings a child has used
In frartiffig
lessness. Be constantport prices.
cutt. When children become in- a question. It is important that
ly on guard against
According to the schedule of terested rn a topic, questions not replies, too, be made in terms of
fire and insure
purchase prices announced by the easily answered often frustrate meanings the child already
unagainst its losses
U. S. Department of Agriculture. them.
derstands.
through us.
the government will endeavor to
The job of parents and teachers
prevent prices received by farm- in answering questions, the author
A large elk herd winters In
era for manufacturing milk and says, is to keep children's natural Jackson Hole national monument
butterfat from declining signifi- curiosity alive. "It i important in Wyoming.
cantly during the remainder of that children, receive answers to
01IPEETE INSURANCE SERVICE
the year. Support activities un- their questions. The practice of
der this program will tend to asking questions is not an un/tits/ MAallit Sr •
suPport prices of all milk. The an- breakable habit.
the child is
nouncement stated that the De- continually rebuffed or receives
partment stands ready to Pur- unsatisfactory answers, he bechase major manufactured dairy comes hesitant. The bubbling
products at stated prices, design- spring that seemed so endless heed to assure farmers a national gins to run dry." And, above all,
average of $3.07 per hundred- advises the author, parents' anweight for manufacturing milk. swers can be more helpful if
The support objective, as stated, they differentiate clearly between
is to support manufacturing milk "what they know and what they
at an equivalent of 79 per cent of believe." He states:
parity and the average farm pric"If people are to fit into .and
es for butterfat at an equivalent advance civilization, they need to
of 88 per cent of parity as corn- learn well the difference behteen
puted under the new parity for- fact and belief. The concept of
mule. The Agricultural Act of open-mindedness must become a
1949 requires the Secretary of Ag- basic part of the child's whole
nuation comes first in poulriculture to support prices re- 'personality."
y raising. B. sure to clean
ceived by farmers for milk and
At times, Dr. Hunnicutt finds,
d disinfect brooder houses
butterfat at between 75 and 90 children ask urfffecessary quesfore getting chicks. Either
per cent of parity.
bons in a kind of psychological
r. Salsbury.Germs'or ParWarfare of their own. They may
is efficient and easy to
The National Geographic So- do this either as a means of "r(i7
. Gerreex is odorless, Parciety says the first white man to sisting adult pressure or express-San "piney." Got either of
Ovessesdhie valves le every Oen
see the Teton range in western ing resentment," he says.
em at our store.
Wyoming was John Colter, in
wings, Mese exciting papers ere
Around bedtime, for example,
1807
well selected end will
these unnecessary questions become numerous."Why did you do
enduing Weer/.
that?" accompanied by a stern
Mike yews
glare, shows the child's disapeolodions now.
proval of some adult "indiscretion." A teasing "Why can't I?"
Priced to eve
is an attempt to change dad's
every beduss.
mind when he has labelled some
act as "forbidden."
The rule here, Dr. Hunnicutt
cautions, is: "Never bluff." *
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no member of the board may be
connected with the sale of supplies or services for whioh school
funds are spent.
Walker's inquiry mentioned no
person by name but said a board
member drives a truck used as a
school bus full time. He said further checks for this driving are
made out to another person although the truck Is registered in
the name of the wife of this board
member.
Keller's opinion stated that if
the board member is drivin full
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time it "is almost conclusive that
he is being paid from the funds of
the board over which he presides"
and "in our opinion he may not
legally hold the office of member
of a board of education."
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TWO!
PICK
THREE!
OR MORE!

Disinfect Now
This Easy Way

NEW PATTERNS
FOR EVERY ROOM!

And Pajamas

$1.00
-• WAFFLE PIQUES
•80 SQUARES
•MERC. BROADCLOTH
•SANFORIZED CHAMBRAY
•SUN-BACKS

Buy them Tomorrow at

Steger lumber Co.

ABSOLUTELY FREE!!

opeele

Caldwell County Farm Bureau
OFFERS ITS MEMBERS
Insurance At Cost

2:30 P. M.

Come to the

Automobile, Farm Truck, Fire and Windstorm,
3lue Cross Hospitalization, Accident and Health
and Life Insurance policies issued at cost to Farm
Bureau members only.

AVERY DAY

Join Now - - - Make Caldwell

Celebration

County Farm Bureau 100%

egister Day of Celebi ation - - FREE PRIZES'
Only Farmers and their families eligible

CUNNINGHAM- 81 BOYD
Cadiz, Ky.

MEN'S

OUTING
PAJAMAS

$1.00
MEN'S & BOYS'

I

ALL WOOL PLAID
JACKETS

Junior Sizes 9 to 15
Misses Sizes 12 to 20
Wos. Sizes 38 to 48
Truly the smartest collection of
Spring Cotton Fashions in many
years! Lots and lots of new 1950
styles - and best of all - look at
the, low feature price! Buy in
2's and 3's.

$2.00
MEN'S, BOYS', W08.

ALL WOOL
SWEATERS

$2.00
WOS.

WINTER
COATS

$9.77
MEN'S

SUEDE
COATS

$9.00
BOYS'

CORDUROY
KNICKERS

$2.00
msms
MOLESKIN
PANTS
Small
Sims

$1.50

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

JUST IN TIME FOR EASTER!

Here's How YOU Can Win A New
Hydraulic-Angling Disc Harrow

SAT.
MAR.
11th

wos.
OUTING
GOWNS

300 WINNERS ALL!

PENNEY
GIRLS

ARK CUNENIMAI

BANK

A microwave is a radio wave
of high frequencies whose wavelength is less than one meter.

All

Buy Them
Right Off
Their Backs

ALB

Mt. Sinai is 200 ainnnee southEggs In thls modern age are
"candled" by electricity, that is east of Cairo, Egypt,
an electric bulb is used to supply
the light needed to do the gradLET NO GRAVE
ing.

WANTED- 300 COTTON PICKERS!

"i

d of the U. g
in Iowa.

Throe
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In 1950
OfficeseDver Farmers National Bank
Mondays
- OPEN Saturdays
M. P. BROWN, JR.
President

P. M. SELL
Seeretary-Tressurer

75

•Sharkskins
•Gabardines
•Worsteds
•Tropicals
• Tick-Weaves
• Regulars
• Longs
• Shorts
• Semi-Stouts
• Browns
• Blues
• Greys
• Single or D.

Men's Higher Priced
Famous-Name All Wool
To Go Tomorrow At:

SUITS
PURCHASE

EACH

NOW ON
LAY -AWAY
FOR EASTER
$c Will
V Hold

FREE
Don't miss this rare opportunity to buy a
brand new, high quality, all wool suit at a
"Middle of the Road - End of Seethe" price!

That's Right! It's
(As Usual)

ALTERATIONS
IN OUR OWN SHOP

PENNEY
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Home Television
Antennas Can Be A
Threat To Safety

tri
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TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY, MAR.14-1

41c

THE SHOCKING, Gii:BIASTING STORY OF
90 BORDER TRAFFIC IN HUMAN CARGO/

59c

$1.82

PRISCILLA CURTAINS
6-Inch Ruffles, matching tie
backs. $3.98 value for

Attention: Ford Tractor Owners

$1.98 pr.
Gooch
Curtain-Yard
Beautiful Finish
Novelty Weaves
Assorted Designs
ONLY

tem in the Ford-Dearborn Tractors so that it will

23c yd.

like the Ford-Ferguson or Ferguson Tractor for
$150.00.

Lovely Priscilla
The Hydraulic Overload Safety Release in a

Curtains
42 x 90 Inches
Rayon - Marquesette
Ready-to-Hang

35
In Choice of Patterns

39c yd.

Druid Unbleached
Muslin
36 in. Wide
Fine Quality
ONLY

It has a soft look and feel . . . and fresh-as-daisy sparkle that lasts! Make your houycoats, smocks, aprons
and pajamas of this popularyear-round fabric. Easy to
launder, because colors will not run or fade . . and
priced so inexpensively too.

FEDERATED ,

acts when the plow strikes a solid obstruction.

Just $2.98 pr.

80-SQUARE, . . Washfast Colors
to 36-inch Widths

Ford-Ferguson and

22c yd.
Princeton, Kentucky

Ferguson Tractor instantly

This safety release instantly takes the strain away
20'S
Thes'youngsgaietrol
keynotes fashion this yea,
notably revived in, the bore
rounded neckline, the sleevelines of this young McCall style
Very cool, very chic. Get out
needle ond thread for McCall
7951 Sizes 9-)7,

Suia & Eliza Nall

from the plow points, plow beams, gears and
bearings in the transmission and rear end.
The Ferguson Tractor is the Only New Tractor

MICRO SPOOK tOMEDY
COUNTRY COUSIN

THURSDAY - FRIDAY MAR. 16-11

JOHN WAYNE
ROUGHER,
TOUGHER, MORE
ROMANTIC
THAN EVER
AS

Till
VIRA

H.C. P'POOL TRACTOR & IMP. CO.
Address:

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
TELEPIIONE 3226
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We are now able to convert the Hydraulic Sys-

include an Automatic Hydraulic Overload Release
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(AP) --Ann Arbor,
The dentist's drill may raise the
temPerature of a tooth 100 degrees or ,more, studies here indicate. The laboratory tests were
made on extracted human teeth
by Dr. Floyd A. Peyton, University of Michigan professor of dentistry._ Th e highest increase in
temperature was 140 degrees, he
said.,The average in drilling tooth
enamel was about 100 degrees.
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H.C. PiPool Tractor
And Implement Co.

.Ferguson Tractors
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Lap Table Useful
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PRINCETON CREAMERY
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USED MACHINERY HITCH

REAL OIL PAINT WITH NO
NPLEASANT ODOR
REAL OIL PAINT NATRESISTS
Rf AND SOIL

can paint your walls and ceilith FLATLUX in the morning
use the room the same day.
on smoothly. Apply with the
x Brush or a Roller Coater.

J.I. Case "NCM" Slicer Baler,.good condition

The modern trend is to color-match
walls and woodwork. • Use BPS
Identically Matched Colors of FLATLUX • SAIIN-LUX • GLOS-LUX
Ask for descriptive folder.

MADE WITH OIL
Thom is Only One FLATLUX and ... it's
TERSON-SARGENT

"The Complete Paint Store
1 W. Ct. Sq.
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Dead Stock
WANTED
The'Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
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daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
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•
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1.i.

Dial 2585

We pay all phone charges:
Princeton, Ky.
- Phone 3698

t4L4iia
IF INTERESTED IN ANY OF THE ABOVE ITEMS
CALL, WRITE OR SEE

M.& S. MOTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
(J. L. Mitchell)

(Will Stevenson)
Dealers For

Cadillac, Pontiac, GMC, J. I. Case
Princeton, Kentucky

Phone 3163
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Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood,
Linwood Farm, spent last weekend in Paducah with her brother,
U.S. Marshal J. 0. Humphries,
and Mrs. Humphries.
• a a
Miss Marjorie Shoulders of
Cobb, spent last weekend in
liopkinsville visiting her cousin,
Rose Wood, student at Bethel
College. Miss Wood returned
home with Miss Shoulders Sunday to spend the day.

Washington
Letter

SIX MAXI/ A TOWN
Dellview, N. C. — (AP) — DelIview is as free front municipal
problems as any town you'll find.
There's oodles of parking space.
There are no slums. The budget
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A little mediation might, find a More even than attaining some
Misses Joan Berry, Mary Leta Augusta, Ga., to Walter Reed tions with foundation makeup and 1950 funds will be collected programs, while 19,000,000 chil- pour it on the tea; let it
plan—it could.
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As we see it, it is something like this:
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Mrs. Davis, Mr. Armstrong improved and he is expected to Try the shoulder lift which will Cross helps in about 300 disaster
Don't trust your own judgment in the
return home Friday. Mrs. Mcoperations a year—almost one a
Address Garden Club
pough, who has been at his bed- really help get the kinks out of
technical and highly specialized problem
Mrs. George Davis and W. D. side, also spent several days with your burso. Raise your arms ov- day.
of selecting the right insurance company
erhead. Pull them down slowly, Because it is specifieely chargArmstrong, State horticulturist, relatives here last week.
and the right contract.
keeping elbows back as far as ed with the responsibility, Red
addressed members of the Rose
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Cross works with the armed forand Garden Club at the George
Mr. and Mrs. hey McGough, they will go. Do that several
Coon Memorial Library Thursday, Mrs. R. A. McConnell and Mrs. times during the day particularly ces. Secretary of Defense Louis
Get the most competent, experienced
Johnson says. "We need the work
March 3, at 7:30 p. m.
• Yola Carloss, of Hopkinsville, if you work at a sitting job.
agent you can find. Ask him to show you
One new fad which will dress of the Red Cross as we need a
Mrs. Davis told of her recent spent Friday in Nashville, Tenn.
the proper way your insurance should be
up the strapless shoulder (and good right arm." Last year more
trip via plane to the Hawaiian Is•.•
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than
2,000,000
hide
a
servicemen,
mole
here
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veterlands. She compared her 24-hour
Mr. and Mrs. George 0. Eldred
your insurance.
journey to short journeys by ox- and Miss Mary Wilson Eldred the fastening of a flower to the ans and their dependents receivcart during her childhood. Her were dinner guests of Mrs and bare shoulder. This can be done ed Red Cross assistance, some of
son, W. H. Davis, sent by air-ex- Mrs. Richard Ratliff at their home with adhesive or cellophane tape, it financial, in working out perpress, colored leaves and plants on Eddyville Road Saturday say girls who have tried it. Ap- sonal and family problems. Thouply the tape so it doesn't show, sands of hospitalized servicemen
for display to club members.
night.
received the help of Red Cross
and use as little as possible.
Mr. Armstrong gave timely ad• • •
Match your lipstick to your social workers in restoring- sick
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Maxwell
vice on phases of flower gardenminds and bodies.
ing for spring planting and gar- have returned to their home in flower for that extra splash of
In addition the Red Cross Naden care. Mr. Armstrong dis- Franklin, O., after a visit to Mrs. color. Whether you choose a garplayed an arrangement of plum Dixie Moore and Miss Ella Gar- den or hothouse flower—rose, or- tional Blood program, in its first
blossoms which were forced into rett Moore, near Farmersville. chid or painted daisy—you'll find two years of operation, has al,
bloom ovenight in a tub of hot They were enroute from a vaca- a makeup color to suit. And don't ready supplied blood and blood
forget that if you decide to stain derivatives to hospitals and clintion in Mobile, Ala.
water.
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your shoulders with a makeup ics in approximately half the
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sugg and blender, choose a shade that will
A CURB MARKET
complement your costume and
Jacksonville, Fla. — (AP) — Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hill, of Proviface makeup as well.
There is an unusual "curb mar- dence, were Sunday guests of Mr.
ket" here—for humans. No one and Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard, West
Card Of Thanks
seems to know how it got started hiain street.
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We wish to thank our many
but each morning, at one street
\Mrs, Charles Miller, Mrs. Eu- friends and neighbors for
their
corner, a large number of worknice Young and Miss Melville many acts of kindness
during the
men assemble, carrying their
Young spent Tuesday in Evans- illness and death of our
beloved
lunch boxes. They seem all ready
ville.
husband and father, W. P. Mcfor a_ day's work, but they just
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Lin.
stand, waiting. Mr. and Mrs. Bud Or r and
We especially wish to thank the
Then a truck will pull up, the daughter, Nancy, of Marion, visdriver will shout a couple of ited Mrs. Orr's mother, Mrs. John Revs. George Filer and Harvey
Tallent, the Christian Church
words and a number, and some Neel, and Mr. Neel Sunday.
Choir, the Morgan Funeral Home
For all the new blues from copen and royal to navy
• • •
of the waiting men will scramble
and those who sent floral offeraboard the vehicle. This is reand midnight, here are complementary colors in
Mrs. Herschel Stephens, S.
peated by other trucks until per- Jefferson street, will leave Sun- ings.
luxurious 51 gauge, 15 denier nylons. Humming
Mrs. W. P. McLin,
haps a major portion of the men day for Kankakee, Ill., where she
Roy McLin and Bird's shadow taupe for the light tones; mauve
is gone. The corner is the market will- visit her deisghter. Mrs.
members of the family.
for a fair amount of Jacksonville's Guy Klitker, Jr., and Mr. Klinktaupe for dark blue and navy.
36-1tp
unskilled labor.
. Mrs. Klinker is the former
If construction business is not
Miss Kathryn Kevil, Miami
ildred Stephens.
•. •
so good, there may be few trucks
Beach, Fla., Mrs. Tom Stevenson,
Mr. and. Mrs. Herschel Steph- Henshaw, and Mr. Pettit Kevil,
of a morning. The men usually
hang around the corner until ens, S. Jefferson street, were Texas City, Tex., were called
about midmorning. If no job guests of their daughter, Mrs. Al- here this week because of the
bert Henry, Mr. Henry and daugh- serious illness of their mother,
shows up, they go home.
ter, Joan in Marion last weekend. Mrs. Louise Kevil.
.• •
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Mr. and Mrs. Dique Eldred reMr. and Mrs. W. C Sparks atturned home Sunday, afternoon tended a birthday party in Nashfrom Bradenton Beach, Fla., ville, Tenn., last Friday in honor
where they spent the winter. of Mrs. A. B. Rodes. Mr. and
Therwere accompanied home by , Mrs. Rodes are frequent visitors
Marshall Eldred of Louisville,' in the Sparks home, Hearthstone,
who had spent several days with on Eddyville Road.
them there. Mr. Eldred returned
to Louisville Monday accompaniDon't touch an electric kitchen
ed by Mr. W. C. Sparks, who is appliance when your hands are
spending several days there or wet. There's danger of shock if
business.
the appliance is faulty.
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Happy Spring Colors
to wear with the blues!

carves a wonderful figure for
,A long life ..
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a

0ne

Tnar's the story of Towle SterBng.
For Towle has a solid silver beauty
,that increases with age and constant
use, is one of those few precious
possessions you'll' want to pass oa to
your daughter years from now.
Yet this generation.ro-generation
loveliness is not expensive. A Mspiece place setting may cost only
$22.50, including Federal Tax.

half-sizers!

Style No. 8716—Martha Manning sculpts you
as
you'd like to be ...taller...slimmer...more
streamlined in a coordinated cost and dress!
Butcher-Lin cardigan out opens on a rayon sheer
print

Thru The Month of March on our
Entire Stock of

NELLY DONS and DORIS DODSONS
This is an event that you won't want
to miss.

Pay Original Price for One Dress
and $1.00 For The Second.

dress with unpressed pleats. Blue pr
Green/Black; Aqua or Pink/Brown. 1454-2216 $16
95
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U necessary.
One of the difficulties, Use doc4 tor says, "Jo to set pool* to
change their habits even after
Philadelphia - (AP) consequences of failpreventive medicine can the probable
to do so has been brought to
ure
prolong life, Dr. William Harvey their attention."
Perkins says. Dr. Perkins is directing a "positive health main- FAST NET WORK
Providence - (AP) - The
tenance clinic" which has been
operated by Jefferson College American Hockey League record
for the fastest two successive
since September, 1948.
a single player is six
The new philosophy of health goals by
and is held by former
examination, developed by Dr. seconds,
player Norman Calladine. His
Perkins, stresses detailed inforfire feat came while playrapid
ochabits,
patient's
a
on
mation
Providence on Feb. 12,
for
ing
heredihistory,
cupation, family
was performed against
and
1942,
stresl
emotiona
ty, environment,
Buffalo. .
ses and disturbances and similar
factors prior to a complete physiDuring their first month of opcal examination. The examination
from two airfields on
erations
to
doctor
the
enable
to
is designed
Marine fighter pilots
Okinawa,
him
see
to
come
who
know those
209 Jap planet
down
knocked
merely
not
and
as human beings
While losing only four in aerial
as patients, and to keep them in
good health as well as cure them combat.

Doctor Says Health
Test Can Prolong Life

ny Familia& Faces Disappear
m Baseball's Training Camps

seaions. Another former
Palm Beach. Ma.- A 36, averaged .311 in nine big league
cut adrift, but by the
in
Senator
the
years
Three
years.
league
are
faces
of familiar
How- Browns, is Stan Spence, 34. His
from baseball's spring Army shortened his career.
year was 1942 when he hit
camps. It's the Same eV• ever, he's slated to play with best
.929 for the Senators. He is slate this season.
, this business of young- Louisvill
but has threatWhitey Kurowski, a veteran of ed for Los Angeles
acing veterans.
quit rather than play in
to
ened
St.
Louis
the
with
seasons
t so noticeable at first seven
like to
the St. the minors. Spence would
or two fellows missing Cardinals, is missing from
stay in the majors until next
camp and maybe a half Petersburg camp. This spring June to become a 10-year man
in four
•m teams on Florida a Whitey, who played
month
al and eligible for the $100 a
. But when you begin World Series, begins a manageri
pension upon retirement.
B
tqedmont
Class
the
in
career
changstock of the ever
A lot of fans will miss Hugh
g, Va.,
11 situation, collective- Lague with the Lynchbur
farm club. Casey, one of the best relief hurlid an imposing list of Cardinals, a St. Louis
in National 1.,e!sgue history.
down the law as
Kurowski was one of the top ers
yers missing.
r HEAR THIS: T e Chicago Cubs' new manager, Frank Frisch (right) lays
'
He helped Brooklyn carry the
in
.323
hit
He
basemen.
third
training at Avalon, Catalina Island. Forty players reported for duty. (AP
spring
open
Cubs
the
e Athletics,,in training
the
in
,,games
104 homers in six Yankees to seven
Wirephoto)
•er 87-year old Connie 1945, collected
World Series, wintwice drove home more exciting 1947
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starting
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o
lie set a
HEIFER PERIL BELITTVED
himself
games
two
ning
he might
ear as manager of the than 100 runs. At 31
Washington -(AP)- A Marysix of the
by
finishing
record
hians. Normally, t h e still be playing but for arm trou- seven games.
land farm worker sued his em• Man..of Baseball would ble.
ployer, a Washington resident, for
The greatest exodus of veterans
At Clearwater, Schoolboy Rowe
m for, such seasoned
damages. He said a heifer had
of the wholesale
result
the
is
as Augie Galan and Taft has lost his title as champion lob- shakeup7 in the Boston Braves.
stepped on his foot, injuring him,
ut there seems to be a by-sitter. At 38 and after 14 big Missing from their Bradenton
and that the animal was "daninan
period:
Etruscan
from
the
Clarke
Ey Philip
e number of veterans a league seasons he has been re- camp are Jim Russell, 30; Jeff
gerous."
AugusVibia
"Colonia
Perugia, Italy - Tired of living scription,
leased and will pitch in the Coast
uld carry.
District Judge Richmond B.
33, Red Barrett, 35, Clyde in the present? Then. take a trip ta Perusia," was added in 40
Heath,
some
alan and Wright were league. While he pitched
and Elbie Fletcher. to Perugia which lives in the past A.D. during the Imperial Roman Keech wouldn't go along with
35,
Shoun,
dged heifers
during the winter. Both good ball for the Phillies, Schooly Heath has 13 years in the big
epoch, and a balcony was built him. He acienowle
and loves it.
ih Detroit
might be excitable but not generhave seen the end of made a great record
best being 1941 when he
1500's.
his
in
show,
the
arch
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the
into
90,000
of
city
quaint
This
s, like a tiger or
league playing careers where he pitched in three World drove in 123 runs for Cleveland
Perugia's basilica of Saint Pet- ally dangerou
amid the hills of central Italy is
year
me club recalls them -to' Series. In 1934,, his second
Barrett, with 14 like a living chapter from a his- er is greatest of the 25 churches rattlesnake. He dismissed the
.340.
hit
and
he set back 22
n their bench. Galan, at in the big time,
of him, and Shoun are tory book of the Middle Ages. bitilt here between the llth and suit.
after years back
remembered as a popu- Cardinal hitters in a row
the coast league.
for
bound
Time passed by and left it to 17th centuries and still standing.
a total
BOOST FARMING
elder who consistently winning 16 straight and
It was enriched by early Roman ROSES
There are changes in the Cali- dream.
24.
of
Falls Creek, Pa. - (AP) in
three
and played
city came unthe
too.
after
camps,
son
of
Arizona
Catholics
_and
notorious
fornia
Borgia,
Cesare
PennsylAt Orlando, where Washingries, two with the Cubs
of the Popes in Farms in this area of
Jake Ear- Rip Sewell's blooper ball carried Pope Alexander VI, was a student der the power
be a lot more pleasant
will
vania
with the Dodgers. He ton is training, Catcher
42
at
at Perugia's 700-year-old univer- 1370.
a him as far as it 'collrefor
this year. Almost 50
st half of his life in the ly has gone. He has been made
The remains of two popes - to look at
manage he's finished as a Pirate pitcher. sity. He probably still would
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League team. Wright, though only 33, had nine
League Charleston, S. C., team. medieval city, Perugia was more Cathedral of San Lorenzo. Dating
apart on line fences and
foot
magthis
century,
the
15th
Rip reached his greatest success than 2,000 years old when Col- from
field
boundaries.
early in the war when he won 21 umbus discovered America. Rom- nificent Gothic cathedral contains
The farmers say the primary
games in 1943 and repeated this an ruins, sniff Perugians, are not what is known as the betrothal
purpose is soil conservation, not
so old. They proudly point out ring of the Virgin, shown to the
number the following season.
beauty. They say another factor
a
year.
times
five
faithful
an
even
earlier
of
the
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The Giants have cut Bert
which is making the flower-beardurits
zenith
reached
Perugia
Haas adrift after six big league civilization-the Etruscan--whose
fences more and more popular
ing
Sixteen
Ages.
seasons. Haas is with their Min- language still is studied in Peru- ing the Middle
they'll last for years and
Is
that
palaces
y-built Gothic
neapolis farm club. Another vet- gia's 30-year-old "University for powerfull
will provide helter for birds, rabprincipal
city's
the
dominate
s."
foreigner
Giants
the
left
10c eran, Tex Hughson,
bits and other small game.
LES, Fancy Red Delicious, lb.
Perusia, as It was called in those squares. Most of them are still
of his own accord, announcing
use.
in
B.C.
600
about
was
days,
founded
15c his retirement after being waived
• TOES, Fancy, Tube
Pro-Communist Socialist mayor
out of the American League by by the ancient Umbrian tribes
a 1,000-foot ridge of .hills Gliuseppe Mans holds forth in the Beckner Is Dawson
atop
a
9c
to
helped
he
whom
Sox
Red
the
• ROTS, bunch
l palace,
Springs Night Officer
pennant when he won 20 games overlooking the broad, green val- huge turreted municipa
15c in 1946.
ley of the Tiber river. It became begun in 1297 and completed in
S. A. Beckner, former chief of
ERY, nice size, bunch
have released Bob an Etruscan stronghold, one of 1423. On special occasions, a corps police here, has been employed
Cubs
The
.N, cream style, 303 size can . . . 3 for 25c Muncrif who figured in the St. the 12 confederated cities of this of guardsmen, costumed in bril- as a member of the Da wson
liant uniforms of the Middle Springs police force, and assumIn powerful civilization.
3 for 25c Louis Browns' only pennant the
INY, No. 2 can
There are remains of once for- Ages, line the stairs and hall- ed his duties February 27 as
1944. And Satchel Paige,
night patrolman. Beckner will
50 lb. can, $5.19 Methuselah of pitchers, has been midable walls of Perugia's great ways.
E LARD, lb. 11c
A practical man, the mayor is move his family there in the near
released by the Cleveland In- Etruscan citidal. Traffic still
plumping for a new acqueduct to future.
• TO CATSUP, 14 oz. bottle, . . . 2 for 25c dians. Paige, who is at least 42 squeezes through a massive stone replace
one built centuries ago.
and maybe 48, won 10 big league Etruscan gateway. On the slopes
:BIERS, Select Red River Seed, 100 lbs. $2.89 games and lost 8 in less than two of hills nearby, etruscologists have He thinks some of the city's 100,000 volume library founded
dug into burial grounds and sep- 2,000 unemployed could help in 1588 and still doing business on
3 qts., 25c years. ,
ON SETS, yellow
ulchres containing treasured rel- build a new railway bridge, too, the third floor of the municipal
to replace-the one destroyed dur- palace..
ics
of this early civilization.
100 lbs. $8.39
• AR, pure cane
Perugia fell into Roman hands ing the last war.
Light raindrops average 1/50
Mana seems more interested in
in 310 B.C. The famed Flaminia
UR, Snow White, 25 lbs., plain or
(Cont. from page one)
way, sections of which are still showing visitors Perugia's great inch in diameter.
$1.25
self rising
Eighth Grade: Charlotte Akers, visible alongside the modern motBecky Hall, Tommy Bishop, Ida or road, linked Perugia with
ETABLE or TOMATO SOUP, Tall Boy,
15c Belle Boone, Reba Call, Mickey Rome, 100 miles to the southwest.
large can
Cunningham, George Drennan, Hannibal's conquering legions
Billy Ferguson, Marlene Haile, swept by Perugia in 217 B.C. after
FEE, Chase & Sanborn)or Maxwell
Buddy Hilliard, Joyce Jarvis, annihilating some 16,000 Roman
79c
House, one-lb. can
Evelyn Johnson, Charles McClain, soldiers near Lake Trasimeno, 25
10c
Murphy. Anna Neal, Jean miles northwest of the city. PeasCO,
Ronald
TOBAC
ALBERT
CE
Paris, SteGe Pollard and Sue ant plows still unearth rusty weaEven with the coal strike and steel shortage, FerAR, pure cane, South Down, 10 lb. bag 85c Wad lington.
pons used in the battle.
Lynne
Eva
made
Anthony
Mark
A.D.,
In 41
Seventh Grade:
guson has been able to lower the price on our
Clayton, Gertrude Edrington, Perugia his headquarters in a war
last shipment of Ferguson Tractors, so we pass
Wanda French, Norma K a y, with Octavianus, emperor of
George, )3etty Holt, Sue Holt, Rome. Octavianus captured and
that saving on to the Farmer. See the Ferguson,
Wanda Sue Hopkins, Willa Lacy, burned the city. It later was rePRICES
LOW
SUPER
the only New Tractor with Hydraulic Overload
Jimmie McConnell, Lula Parrent, built as a Roman colony called
Starnes
Shirley
2611
Dial
Perusia.
Augusta
Donna P'Pool,
W. Shepardson St.
Safety Release, before you buy and let us make a
Still standing is the church of
and RobertWilson.
Sant' Angelo, a circular Roman
demonstration on your farm, without obligation.
structure with 16 antique colCome in and see the 1950 Tractor and hear about
umns in the interior, built in the
sixth century.
the new Price.
Perugia withstood the Gothic
conquerors of Rome's empire for
seven years before Totila captured and sacked the city late in the
sixth century.
it
g
clearin
and are
Authorized Ferguson Dealer
Near the center of the city
We have the following material on our floor
Phone 2226
is slightly
some
stands the so-called Arch cif Augbecause
and
models,
later
for
out to make room
town gate recancient
an
ustus,
class
first
in
is
l
materia
this
shop worn and some slightly used. All
ording the three great epochs of
as new.
Perugia. The foundations date
condition and wil be guaranteed the same

Perugia: A Quaint City
That Lives In The Past

sun the sWING
SUPER - CROST
vont
& sgliS
:a•off24.04.Led HYBRIDS
Dependable performance in drought years-Safe
maturity in short cold seasons-Unexcelled under
normal conditions-That's why more farmers
,
every year are changing over to...
SUPER CROST IMPROVED HYBRIDS

&Ilea P4vintanee ham.
IMPROVED HYBRIDS

J. E. HILLYARD

GOOD THINGS TO EAT!

Fredonia, Ky

t Prices You Can Afford To Pay.

Os who

KNOW,buy

'61

SHIRTS AND
PANTS

Butler's Fourth

Ferguson Tractqf Prices Reduced

can .

.

UINN'S GROCERY

Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!

P'POOL TRACTOR & IMP. CO.

thing that you intend
Look over the list - - - you may find just the
to buy.

Prices Are Greatly Reduced

Beanie Our Reduced
Price
Priem
169,00
189.00
days
1-Spin dry washing machine, used 30
129.50
149.00
.1-Wringer type washer, gas engine model
99.50
139.00
blower
with
heater
Home
oil
1-55,000 B.T.U.
29.95
48.00
used
slightly
1-Small oil beater
129.00
179.00
fountain
1-Portable electric drinking
133.00
196.00
I-110 gal. electric water heater, 10 yr. guarantee
123.00
149.95
e
guarante
yr.
1--60-1-11. electric water heater, 10
48.00
75.00
1-36-inch base cabinet with black top
79.00
*.,"` 129.00
1-42lothes Dryer
79.50
99.50
1-Gas Heatrola, a real beater
148.00
168.00
1-75,000 B.T.U. floor furnace, with controls
40.00
59.95
1-60 inch roll rim cast iron sink, less fillings
229.00
274.50
1-Dish masher, there is none better
75.00
knorrn make ..124.00
1-Disposal unit, to fit In your present sink, national
199.95
229.95
ation only
1-6 ft. upright Home Freezer, used for demonstr
complete with
42-inch single drain board Youngstown sinks,
' 77.50
cabinet and fittings
with
complete
sink,
wn
54 inch double drain board Youngsto
114.50
121.50
cabinet and fittings

refrigera.Also see us before you buy gas and electric ranges,
tors and home freezers.
YOUNGSTOWN

1117e•LICIL,
vv.• •••

r011/11%1„./rispr

B. N. LUSBY CdIVIPANY
132 East Main St.

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 3141

I

SHIRTS

PANTS

$2.50 $3.50
Well-styled BIG YANK
work wear is famous for
long life, good looks, honest value. These features
give extra comfort and outstanding value: "DangerCheck" safety sleeves with
Elbow-Action' design;
Cigarette Pocket*; Reinforced Crotch; Thread-riveted non-rip seams; Strain.
proof yoke; Sanforised
fabrics-shrinkage leas
than 1%.
r.wawa

L

MEN'S WORK SHOE

A Great New Radio Program

"MUSICAL TUNE
WIN A PRIZE,

Plain Toe Comp° Sole

Get A Free Tune-0
Card ittpm Any Of
These Sponsors

Model Pure Milk
Dealers
Jordan Furniture
Company
Eighth and Main
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Sunflour Or
Monomer Dealers
H. B. Shelton
Motors
Fourth Near Main
Hopkinstilla, Kg.

Here's a great new radio game that's fun
for all the family to play. Valuable prizes
given away on every program plus plenty of
the kind of music, you like to hear. TUNt;
IN TO "TUNE-6' to-Jay and you'll learn
why thousands of listeners will not leave
their radios when "MUSICAL TUNE-0" is
on the air.

WHOP-r-WHOP-FIVI
98-7 MC

MON.thru FRI.
3:30 P. M. -

sizEs 6 to 12
rINKEL'S
IN AIR STORE
"Whin Your $$ Have More Cent?
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- Dr. Thomas D. Clark, head of.
the tniverslty of Kentucky De-'
partment of History, left LexingBy Paul R. Block
ton last week for a 90-day tour of
Helmstedt — This is the "hide duty with American military
and seek" city of Germany.
government forces in Austria. The
While the world watches the U. K. historian will serve as a
movement of legal road and rail visiting expert on American hisfreight traffic through Helmstedt tory in U. S. Army's education
to Be rli n, illegal business be- program for Austria. His duties
tween east and west goes on include the teaching of history at
mud' as it has since 1945.
the University of Vienna, conHundreds of Germans from the ducting weekly lectures for Auseast and west illegally cross the trian citizens, and assistance to
border near here daily. The great Austrian librarians in building up
majority of these are eastern their American history collecGermans, readily recognizable by tions.
their shrbby appearance. They
guards. Usually they are arcome to visit friends and rela- zone
and sent home after a day's
rested
Others
tives in the we s t.
detention.
'come to buy food which is severeobviously
ly rationed in the Russian zone. Unless somebody is
border
With the exception of sugar, no smuggling goods. Western
of the
notice
little
take
Gerguards
western
in
rationed'
food is
border crossers.
many.
Usually tile Eastern Germans
The forests surrounding Helmstockings
stedt make ideal cover for the bring along textiles or
food.
border crossers. Innumerable lit- which they exchange for
dehigh
in
also
are
the
Medicines
through
meander
tle paths
le
woods and across the border. Sil- mand, being almost unobtainab
ent people carrying knapsacks or in the east.
In most places, the border is
suitcases hurry across the f e w
not marked:Before you know it
clearings.
, On the "other side" they play you have entered the Soviet zone.
the
side and seek with Communist The western checkpoint on
border guards and Russian sen- autobahn (super highway) to
tries. Western German customs Berlin teems with activity 24
officials who patrol the border,es- hours a day. This was the scene
timate that 70 to 80 per cent of of the lifting of the Berlin blockthe people are caught by Soviet ade in May, 1949. Two "little
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Now that it is again time
crabgrass to appear In *trawl*
beds, Farm Agent Woodrow

of Snnpson county is reminded
What a flock of geese did for
pest on the farm of John Me
Jut year. The geese saved
farmer at least $225 in controlli
the weed, he reported.

By Rowland Evans, Jr.
Washington — The Veterans
Administration has warned veterans that the gate to education
and training under the GI Bill
RIP
will be locked July 25, 1951. All
Mr. McKay says that geese
inside the program by that date
crabgrass particularly well
can stay there until their entitleit is just coming through
ment runs out or until their
ground. Consequently, in •
25,
July
until
or
ends
"course"
April, he turned 13 mature
Most
first.
comes
1956, whichever
his 8-acre field of stia
in
others will stay outside.
In June, after the berries
One reason for_thie move unpicked, 20 goslings were ad*
doubtedly was the howl brought
It took only cultivation and I*.
out
put
VA
the
when
on last fall
ing on his part to control um
as
known
a pre-dated regulation,
wide leaved weeds in ('rder
Con1-A. Pressure from veterans,
have a weed-free strawbern
gress and schools forced the VA
field.
to withdraw 1-A, although its bad
This field is one of the
timing was not the only reason.
prospects in the
standing
to
it
was
objection
strongest
(The
for a good crop, said the co
that it compelled 4411 veterans
agent. Mr. McKay used 1
wanting to change a courre- to
pounds of superphosphate at
prove the new course was "essenting time and top-dressed with
tial to employment.)
of commercial fertil
pounds
on
chances
on
taking
is
The VA
per acre in September. As a pre
the possibility of any veteran's
4
an razier, zoo keeper at t e
.1 41. t :
•
holds his faint- misinterpreting the significance
which cautionary measure to control%
TEN LONG DAYS: Andrew C. McCauley (right)
Oklahoma City, holds head of leopard
dead in his jail of the July 25, 1951, deadline. In Lincoln Park Zoo in
after nearly crownborer, he aPpliWd 30 pounds
zoo
the
to
returned
ing wife after their son, Andrew, Jr., 23, was found
it
after
of toxaphene per acre.\
said the youth, a long report sent to Congress died last week, 15 hours
cell Friday' in Golden, Colo. Sheriff Carl Enlotv
crafty creature leaped from its barless
bad checks Jan. 25 the VA took six closely- threerdays of freedom. The
to
returning
before
hours
who was held on charges of kidnaping, robbery and
61
for
send typewritten pages to present its pit Feb. 25 and eluded searchers
GETS LAZY AT 101
in 15 states, hanged himself with his belt. "Nobody could
Veterinarian W. 0. Bowerman said
that interpretation of the cut-off date. the zoo to eat drugged meat.
Melbourne — (AP) -- William
in
days
long
Ten
him.
exerto
speak
extreme
could
Nobody
him a note.
the leopard died of a collapsed lung brought on by
of .East Brighton, Mei.
Carl
It recognizes that the GI Bill tion and depression following the excitement of the chase. Bower- Heard,
damn cage," McCauley shouted to police. Deputy Sheriff
marked his 101st birth.
could be interpreted several ways man said a drug used in bait which the animal ate did not cause bourne,
Beckman is in the background. (AP Wirephoto)
day with the observation he may
with regard to that date.
)
the death. (AP Wirephoto
now give up gardening. 'Ts
blockades" Were enforced by the I"""."'""'"'""'"'""""""""
The language in the law goes
kbout it because I'm be.
LOST BALLS?
thinking
MORE
NO
Russians here since then. Strong
such
course BAY IS MECHANIC
this way: ". . . That
— Some ginning to get old and lazy," he
(AP)
—
York
New
checkblue arc lamps light the
Garden Grove, Calif. —(AP)—
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky shall be initiated not later than
a r e working on the said to a reporter.
four years after either the date Freddy Brugeman is an accom- scientists
College of Agriculture and
point. On a normal day a vehicle
problem of lost golf balls and may
or
after
discharge
veteran's
a
of
Economics
age
the
at
Home
evdriver
plished tractor
passes through the checkpoint
Cliffs on the northeaster, i
'''''''''''''1.1411
have hit on a solution. "If manu1111111111111111111111111111111111111111''''''''11111111111111111111111/11
the termination of the present of three.
ery two minutes in each direcfacturers inserted a pellett of ra- moss coast rise 6,000 feet.
HOTBEDS .
war, whichever is later." The
A clear-eyed, s'erious young dioactive material, with life-long
tion. During rush hours, this
An interesting, even exciting, "termination of the war" for this
sometimes rises to a vehicle a adjunct to any garden is a hot- purpose is July 25, 1947, so there chap with remarkable mechani- radiation, in golf balls, inexpenFEDERAL LAND BANE
minute. From 1,000 to 2,000 tons bed. While it's true that in the is no problem there. Four years cal aptitude, he has been soloing sive Geiger counters would locate
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drawer, meat drawer, stainless-steel
super freezer, extra-tall bottle storage, Tel-a-Frost indicator.
Dependable! More than 2,200,000 G-E Refrigerators have been
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long when born and may be 100
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Smugglers Rally
On The Red Border

The GI Education
Deadline Is Near

U. K. Historian On
European Tour Of Duty

Dr. Thomas D. Clark, head of
the tiniverslty of Kentucky Department of History, left LexingBy Paul R. Block
ton last week for a 90-day tour of
"hide
the
is
This
—
Helrestedt
duty with American military
and seek" city of Germany.
government forces in Austria. The
While the world watches the U. K. historian will serve as a
movement of legal road and rail visiting expert on American hisfreight traffic through Helmstedt tory in U. S. Artny's education
to Berli n, illegal business be- program for Austria. His duties
tween east and west goes on include the teaching of history at
much as it has since 1945.
the University of Vienna, conHundreds of Germans from the ducting weekly lectures for Auseast and west illegally cross the trian citizens, and assistance to
border near here daily. The great Austrian librarians in building up
majority of these are eastern their American history collecGermans, readily recognizable by tions,
their shabby appearance. They
they are arcome to visit friends and rela- zone guards. Usually
after a day's
tives in the we s t. Others rested and sent home
come to buy food which is seVere- detention.
ly rationed in the Russian zone. Unless somebody is obviously
With the exception of sugar, no smuggling goods, Western border
food is rationed in western Ger- guards take little notice of the
border crossers.
many.
Usually tite _Eastern Gentians
The forests surrounding Helmstedt make ideal cover for the bring along textiles or stockings
border crossers. Innumerable lit- which they exchange for food.
tle paths meander through the Medicines are also in high dewoods and across the border. Sil- mand, being almost unobtainable
ent people carrying knapsacks or in the east.
In most places, the order is
suitcases hurry across the f e w
not marked. Before you know it
clearings.
On the "other side" they play you have entered the Soviet zone.
The western checkpoint on the
side and seek with Communist
border guards and Russian sen- autobahn (super highway) to
tries. Western German custom.3 Berlin teems with activity 24
officials who patrol the border es- hours a day. This was the scene
timate that 70 to 80 per cent of of the lifting of the Berlin blockthe people are caught by Soviet ade in May, 1949. Two "little

Now that it is again unm.
crabgrass to appear in tors
beds, Farm Agent' Womirow
of Simpson county is remiAdid
what a floylt of geese did for
pest on the farm of Jelin
last year. The geese saved
farmer at least $225 in rontr
the weed,.he reported.
Mr. McKay says that geese,
crabgrass particularly well
it i. just coming throe*
ground. Consequently, in
April, he turned 13 mature
in his 3-acre field of stra
In June, after the berries
picked, 20 goalings were
It took only cultivation and
a/4 on his part to control
wide-leaved weeds in order
have a weed-free stra
field.
This field Is one of the
standing prospects in the
for a good crop, said the
agent. Mr. McKay used I
pounds of superphosphate at
ting time and top-dressed with
pounds of commercial fp
per acre in September. AS a
cautionary measure to control
crownborer, he applied 30
of toxaphene per acre.
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By Rowland Evans, Jr.
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or training objective.
night dinner
this eastern outpost of his em- growing up to 50 cabbage plants, That's not all. Once a ';course"
MODEL NB-BG
ei Mrs. Robert Fra
50 tomato plants, 50 head lettuce of study or other training ends
pire.
kV" w h
Helmstedt's famous university, plants and 25 each of eggplant after the July 25, 1951, deadline,
for a veteran will have a very hard
•
al wee
founded in 1576, was doted in and sweet peppers, enbugh
ONLY
to the
1810. The university building, a quite a large family garden. One time getting into another, even
hospital pol
masterpiece of German renais- packet each is enough seed for
Big! More than 8-cu-ft storage.
sance arebitcture, is still popular, the above plants.,
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
Convenient! Full-width vegetable
114Y Wiainton at
with sightseers. Two mighty oaks, After the manure has served
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
be
may
drawer, meat drawer, stainless-steel
it
to help loosen and expel germ laden
, .Board meeti
where students used to duel, still its heating purpose,
and
soothe
to
super freezer, extra-tall bottle stornature
aid
and
or
phlegm
side dressed about the cabbage
. hart Week. '
bronchial
inflamed
tender,
raw,
age, Tel-a-Frost indicator.
heal
in the onion rows, as fertilizer.
Kentuckiana guar
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
Dependable! More than 2,200,The time for starting early cabwill present an a
you a bottle of CreomuLsion
CALL 2210
sell
to
been
have
Refrigerators
G-E
000
bage is passing, but Wisconsin
with the understanding you must like
Program at the
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
hi use_ for 10 years or longer!
the way it quickly allays the cough
All Seasons, yellows-resistant,
church Sunday
Complete Insurance Service
have your money ck.
to
are
you
or
12.
March
as
late
as
started
may be
III W. Market St.
for
.554 Mrs. Ray v,r
1, for a mid-summer crop. That
is !
for starting head
time
Colds,Bronchit
the
also
Coughs,Chest
is
for
""mer guests of Mr
• GOOD QUALITY
_
lettuce, New York or Great Lakes,
Litchfield S
and early wilt resistant tomatoes,
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
JralanY Martin and
Pritchard or Break 0' Day. prack
Y Dan, were
Beauty eggplant and California
Princeton Roapi
Phone 2481 *GOOD VALUE
S. Seminary St.
; Wondei or Ruby King pepper
w hIr
• IN GOOD TASTE '
:,.
rednats
mas
"
Authorized Dealer
started then should begin bearing by mid-July, as much as two
IN Ma. gekk'
see
weeks earlier than when seedot an 8_
bet *zee WacYne,
lings of small size are used.
stand in the woods near the zonal
border.
•Prhisetell. Kg
Mae 3284
Before the second world war,
Helmstedt was a well visited spa.
Today, the old customers who live
in the Soviet zone no longer fill
the "kurhaus". Refugees and customs officials now occupy the
building. The city came out of
DO
the war almost unscathed.
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Geese Eat Crabgrasi
In Strawberry Patch
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REFRIGERATOR

Row to Relieve

Bronchitis

$1.95

PER WEEK

MEMORIALS

CREOMULSION

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!,

MN*

Princeton Lumber Co.

Navy

SEIE.•.•.••..

GENERAL (g) ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS
t,111111111.11MNISIMIGIIIMIGIIMMIN

A fr.iendly host
to travelers...

YOUNG AMERICA'S FAVORITES

. The Holland Tobacco Transplanter - - For a 99% stand at
the first setting - - - This planter
is taking the day with tobacco
farmers everywhere.

Henry & Henry

,
ear(
a

Black
Brown
Navy

2-Potat Barb

Blue whales are about 25 feet
long when born and may be 100
feet long when full grown.

wherever you go,
refresh at the familiar red cooler

51.112E.t JUST RAKED 1
THEM UR BUT I'VE 60T SO
MUCH PEP FROM DRINKIH'

PRINCETON CREAMERY
MILK THAT I FEEL LIKE
DOING 1141OVER MAIN!

Travel
Refreshed

Seasootat
Wirt Strete

The Herd Sure Seeder ends
•
drudgery - - - saves time - -- sows
oats, grasses, clovers - - - Two
Sizes, 38 qt. and 5 bu. 5-bu.
size sows 70 acres a day.

28 GA
soot
tee eft,
skew
•
What a reception they're getting—the gayest, youngest,
smartest Cobbies we've ever shown. AR with the
quality and fit and walking eager for which
Cobbies have always been famous.

,

Mounts on any tractor.

AMfrial 1111Chal1f ri:a 1,1011 traillf
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"Coke

rARM

D

5-bu. Size $59.50

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY

Atkin, It tither may. bah
trieete-exeerkt mean the 301911 thin,
ROTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
•
1950,111. C.c.-Cole Compare

e
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1111
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MOPKINSVILLS COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO..
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Incorporated

Creamery
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At The Churches

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School itt 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:00.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p. m.

H. G. M. Hitler, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
5:45 p. m. Training Union
7:00 p. m. Evening Worship
Flour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:15 p. m.

Hydrogenation is a process for
As much as 30 per cent of the
HOME ACCIDENTS ILIDWCED
turning liquid vegetable oils into
swine
of
feed
the
from
energy
Chicago — (AP) — Accidents
solid white fat.
may be given off as heat.
in the home killed 30,500 persona
in the U. S. last year. That was
three per cent under the 1948
toll. The gray and graying folks,
who are supposed to use the caution that comes with the passing
NORTHS1DE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine I... Parrett is pastor. years, had the worst record. Fatalities went down in all age
Sunday School-10 a. aL
groups but one—the 45 to 64
Preaching-11 a. m.
bracket.
Training Union-8 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
. Knight will preach there SunHour of Prayer—Wednesday,
ay, Feb. 28, at 9 a. m. and 7 p.m.
7 p. m.
unday School will be held at
:45 a. m.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
prayel
Wednesday evening
service 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
SaturPrayer meeting
day at 7:30 p. m.

Friday, March 3, at the Princeton
Hospital. Mrs. McElroy la the
former Martha Nell Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Martin
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
2 Pound
/
are the parents of an 81
PRINCETON
son, Johnny Dan, born Friday,
CHURCH Or THE IMMACUMarch 3, at Princeton hospital.
LATE CONCEPTION, !ARLMrs. Martin was formerly Joan
INGTON
Bugg.
First, third and fifth Sunday*,
The community was saddened CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Miss at 8 o'clock.
by the death of Mrs. Nellie Eas- SUNDAY
Second and fourth Sundays,
ley Bunton, 84, who passed sway
948 o'clock, Sunday School
at 10 o'clock.
Mass
at
Princeton
the
night
AY
Friday
WEDNESD
Holy Days, Mau at 7 o'clock.
Hospital after an illness of sever7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSal weeks. She was the daughter of
8:11I o'clock. Choir Prod**,
PITAL CHAPEL
the late Tom and Sarah Brooks
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Easley. Her husband, Dr. Fred OGDEN METHODIBT
George Johnson, Paducah, Bunton, preceded her in death Rev. Joseph H. Callender Pastor Maas at 10:80 o'clock.
several days last week with several years ago. Her entire life
Second and fourth Sundays,
Church School, 9:48 o'clock
T.
at 8 o'clock.
Mass
o'clock
rents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
10:45
Worship,
the
at
Morning
family home
had been spent
Holy Days, Mass at 8 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
south of town. She was a member
Rev. William Borntraeger is
kie Wright, student at of the Baptist church, from which 6 o'clock
Richard
belisville College, Camp- funeral services were held SunEvening Worship, 7:30 o'clock pastor and the Rev.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
ille, spent the weekend with day afternoon at 2 o'clock, with
Wednesday Evening Service, 7 Clements is assistant pastor.
Rev. Leon Oliver will preach at
Coleman.
d Mrs. V. E.
the pastor, Rev. Holland Thomas o'clock
C
edar Bluff Baptist Church
were
and Mrs. W. M. Young
officiating, assisted by Rev. Ray
Thursday night, Feb. 23. Rev. H.
pastor)
Woodall,
Reed
(Rev.
ucah Thursday.
Wigginton. Burial was in the FreMaggie Coleman, Padu- donia Cemetery. Active beare'rs
of
guest
weekend
was the
were V. E. Coleman, R. P. Ray,
ster, Mrs. Leslie Bright and J, D. Bugg, W. M. Young, J:-1-1.
right.
Fralick and J. E. Hillyard. HonJ. 13. Sory retuaied home orary bearers were Dave Boaz, L.
the Princeton hospital Sun- B. Young, J. A. Wilson, J. J.
fternoon where s h e had Koon, Henry Turley and Charlie
a patient there since Thurs- Wilson. Survivors include three
.
sisters, Mrs. Lilly Young, PrinceSherdie DeBoe; Cadiz, ton; Mrs. Hattie McMurray, Madseveral days the past week isonville; and Mrs. Georgia Keist,
r. and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz.
Dongola, Ill.; two brothers, Ned
Essie Rucker is a patient Easley, Harrisburg, Ill., and
Princeton Hospital suffer-_ Johnson Easley, California, and
'th a severe cold.
several nieces and nephews.
Amble Fuller has returned
after spending last week
son, Allen Fuller, and
her in Madisonville.
. Ray Wigginton left Tuesr Louisville where he will
a two-week revival.
That members of homemakers
Cartand Mrs. Dewey
Evansville, spent the clubs in Kentucky have interests
nd with her parents. Mr. far beyond their own doorsteps is
rs. S.f. Wigginton of Cri- seen in the annual report of Mrs.
Sherman D e a n, Nicholasville,
Sledon McElrdy and infant
state citizenship chairman of the
race Wayne, returned from
Kentucky Federation of Hometon Hospital Monday to the
makers.'—
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Donations from 763 clubs for
00re.
914,059
C. W. Moore has returned welfare purposes totaled
ke her home here after the past year. Two hundred and
g the past two months at twenty-nine civic and community
e of her daughter, Mrs. projects were sponsored by 318
clubs. Included were the testing
Sigler in Marion.
W. M. Young and Mrs. of water in schools and homes,
odes spent Friday in Pa- testing of cows for disease, cleanup campaigns, church and school
and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz and grounds landscaped, cemeteries
ary Boaz attended funeral improved, school and hospital
for James B. Boaz held •rooms painted, mail boxes paintMethodist church in Kut- ed and stenciled with names, hospital rooms equipped and firstecinesday afternoon.
Imogene Wigginton h a s aid kits supplied for schools.
nfined to her home the • Four hundred and eight clubs
with a severe cold.
made a study of health needs and
s Henry Emma and Fairy 230 clubs of recreation needs. In
and Mr. H. M. Carney, Red Cross, 1,939 members assistnd Mr. and Mrs. William ed in the drive for funds, rolled
Chattanooga, Tenn., were bandages and provided blankets.
at the home of J. E. Hill- Four-H clubs were sponsored by
day afternoon. '
465 homemakers clubs, while
d Mrs. Charlie Rowland 1,019 homemakers served as 4-H
ay-night dinner guests club -leaders, an increase of 148
and Mrs. Robert Fralick.
Over last year.
Frank Rogers, w h o has
More than 2,000 packages of
1 for several weeks, was food and clothing were sent direct,
y ambulance to the Crit- or through CARE,_ to families in
county hospital Monday other countries. Three counties
reported "adoption" of seven famRay Wigginton attended a ilies in England, Holland and
rial Board meeting in Czechoslavakia. Six hundred and
is last week.
twelve clubs have contact with
Kentuckiana quartet of women of other lands through
, will present an all gos- pen friends.
program at the CumHomemakers clubs in every
church Sunday night, county in the state cooperated
12.
through financial aid to send Miss
and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
Alice Word, Christian county 4-H
rifler guests of Mr. and club girl, as an International
ubrey Litchfield Sunday.
Farm Youth Exchange student to
Johnny Martin and infant Denmark for four months last
hnny Dan, were moved
summer.
.e Princeton Hospital to
A study of UNESCO is include of her parents, Mr. and
ed in the programs of 368 clubs.
D. Bugg Monday.
nd Mrs. Seldon McElroy
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, was
parents of an 8-pound, 3 set aside as a national monument

Williams returned to
s- C. Y.
e gaturday
Russellvill
in
ome
several
spendin*
after
oon
last week with her sister,
Beulah Howerton, and Mr.
rs. W. M. Young.
Kenneth Moore
. and Mrs.
&tighter, of Evansville,. were
eekend guests of Mr. and
Charlie Quertermous.
and Mr. and
s. Leslie Bright
William Coleman were shopThursday.
in Paducah
in
. R. P. Ray is a patient
Evanst. Mary's hospital,

Allis'Chalmers
Dealer

FAIRAPINTAIVIr-

Frodesia, .Ky

Homemakers Clubs
Do Welfare Work

INTRODUCING NEW"
1950 FRIGIDAIRE
REFRIGERATORS
Cu' ft.
3 types-4 series-10 sizes, 4' to 17
family, your kitchen
Wherever you live — whatever the size of your
Refrigerators for
Frigidaire
or your budget —be sure to see the new
America's No. 1
is
choice
1
No.
your
why
reasons
1950. See all the
below—just
beauties
two
the
at
Refrigerator, FRIGIDAIRE! Look
1950!
for
models
new
wonderful
samples of the

y, Bruce Wayne, .born in 1943.

AMERICAN

WOVEN WIRE FENCE

2-Po4nt Barb Wire - - - 4-Polnt Barb Wire
Smoot% Wire - - Nails and Staple;
Wire Stretchers - - - Post-Hole Diggers

28 GAUGE 5-V

ROOFING

Stooi Cap - - - Roofing Nails
Red Roof Paint - - - Black Roof Paint
Elastic Roof Cement - - - Paint Brushes
Aluminum Paint- - - White Creosote Paint

ROOFING
GAUGE 5-V GALVANIZED
Fertilisers
Armour's and Cumberland
Seed Sowers - - - Seed Inoculation

De Luxe models with Super-Freezer Chest
A colorful new beauty ;vith shimmering Ice-Blue Interior
trim that strikes a new kitchen fashion note. Super-Storage design holds more in less space, including almost 50
lbs. frozen foods. Also 10.7 Cu. ft. De Luxe Model.

Model Shown DtA-90

Master models with new gold-and-white beauty
Low in price but big in value! 3 different sizes of models
to choose from—each one having all the basic Frigidaire
advantages that have made Frigidaire America's No. 1
Refrigerator. Sizes from 7.6 to 17 Cu. ft.

Model Shown MM-74

HARNESS, SADDLES AND BRIDLES
Plow Gear - - - Harness Repair Work
Binder and Combine Canvas Repaired

FOR

COMPLETE FARM SERVICE
- - SHOP - -

priced from
ISM Melee-M Isis — Is
more powerful, make,
oceans of cold on • trickle
of eerrent. Only Friviaire
has kl 5-Year Warranty.

HARDZANI CO.
Terith and Virginia Ste.
HOPKINSITILLE

New Deep Hydrators —
keep vegetables crisp, ere
all porcelain and stack up
to make extra room! Only
Frigidaire bas them!

Oulckube ice Treys —
slide out at a finger touch,
cubes pop up fast. 1411
tuggi,i,.. no melting. Only
Frigidaire hes Usual

New Rust-Proof Shelves
—all aluminum and adjustable. Close-barred for
email items. Only Frigid.
airs has Utast

New Meat Storage Drawer
—in Master models. It's allporcelain. Keeps meat
moist -cold and fresh for
days. Has plastic trivet

New Chill Draws,— in
De Luxe models. Its full.
width, holds meat, extra
ice cubes; or chills bottled
bevereges testi

$189.75
'
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Local PMA Officials
Attend State Convention
Held In Lexington

Deaths & Funerals

Card Of Thanks

sincere
I wish to express my
me Mrs. Susie M. Tabor
thanks to those who showed
attentions
so many thoughtful
Funeral services for Mrs. Susie
tary, during my stay in the hospital, McGregor Tabor, 84, who died at
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mem- and since.iny return home.
third
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Frank
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County
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ternate of the Caldwell
grate- Woodall, assisted by the Rev. J.
ConPMA, attended the State
and other messages, were
February
especially T. Cunningham.
vention in Lexington
fully received. Most
,
held at the are we appreciative of the prayMrs. Tabor, a registered nurse
28 through March 2
Hatler, was a daughter of the late John
Phoenix Hotel.
ers of our pastor, Rev.
meeting
other McGregor and Mary Woodruff
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and the pastors of t h e
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ery this county, half of it in the
allotments,
on marketing quotas,
petitions offered for my recov
ey atex- ,practice of nursing. During the
and performance. Mr. Creas
meant more than words can
supflu epidemic about 30 years ago
tended a meeting on price
press.
matery she served the people of this
famil
my
and
ports, ACP, conservation
Glenn
Mrs.
while
s- county faithfully by rendering
ials and crop insurance
heartily join me in this expre
vthe
with
and
there.
service to the sick while recei
tude
of sion of grati
many
in
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be
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may
no
you
The convention consisted
ing
wish that each of
studying various PMA program blessed, as I was, with the devo- Instances. Her husband, Dr. TaTS•
the
to
Mrs.
t
repor
to
of
and
operations
or, preceded her in death.
true friends, in times
s of tion of
conference as a whole result
Tabor was a member of the First
and trouble.
ring
suffe
mendaBaptist Church.
these studies with recom
Gordon Glenn.
operaof
Survivors are a son, Arden,
tions as to future program
ers
speak
tead; and a brother,
homes
tions. Many interesting
the
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were heard.
Richard
d
panie
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Sr.,
t,
Pruet
D.
C.
Receives LC. Promotion
Princeton newspaperman.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cemethe group to Lexington.
Roy Willingham, former
Princetonian, has been transfer- tery.
Memred from Chicago, Ill., to
Deputy Collector To
, with a promotion
Tenn.
phis,
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office here at
Southern Lines of the Illinois held Sunday at 2 p.m., at the
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Central Railway system.
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First Baptist Church, with the
4:30 p.m., and again on
to
m.,
Rev. J. Holland Thomak officiatday, March 15, until 10 p.
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The word mausoleum,
e
ing.
assist the public in filing incom
of King
Wed- rived from the name
Mrs. Bunton was the widow of
tax returns, he announced
Mausous, who built a lavish tomb Dr. J. F. Bunton.
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in ancient Carla, in southwest
Survivors are three sisters,
Turkey.
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Tom Young, Princeton; Mrs.
Classi
Mrs.
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Try a Leade
Hattie McMurray, Madisonville;
and Mrs. Georgia Cates, Dongola,
Ill.; and two brothers, Ned Easley, Harrisburg, Ill., and Johnson Easley, California.
Burial was in Fredonia Ceme-

Build Your Future with
America's Finest Men

Public Is Warned
Of Forest Fires .

son's auctions.
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remainder of this week.
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